
Morphosyntactic Analysis and Parsing of Unrestricted Spanish TextJ. Atserias�, J. Carmona�, I. Castell�ony, S. Cervelly, M. Civity, L. M�arquez�,M.A. Mart��y, L. Padr�o�, R. Placery, H. Rodr��guez�, M. Taul�ey, J. Turmo�.� Software Department { Universitat Polit�ecnica de Catalunyac/ Jordi Girona 1{3, 08034 Barcelona, Catalonia.y Computational Linguistics Laboratory { Universitat de BarcelonaGran Via 585, 08007 Barcelona, Catalonia.AbstractThis on{line demonstration is about an envi-ronment for massive processing of unrestrictedSpanish text.The system consists of three stages: morpho-logical analysis, POS disambiguation and pars-ing. The output of each can be pipelined intothe next. The �rst two phases are described in(Carmona et al., 1998) and the third is describedin (Atserias et al., 1998), both published in thisconference.The execution may be performed inside theGATE environment, which enables visualizationand analysis of intermediate results, or either inbackground, if higher e�ciency is required formassive text processing.Keywords: Morphological analysis, corpus lin-guistics, POS tagging, linguistic resources.1 Introduction and MotivationThis demonstration is related to the systems for un-restricted Spanish text processing described in (Car-mona et al., 1998) and (Atserias et al., 1998). The for-mer describes the morphological analysis and parsingmodules, and the later explains the syntactic parser.Those systems are being used inside the ITEM andLexEsp projects as basic modules for Spanish textprocessing as described below.1.1 ITEM ProjectITEM is a project funded by Spanish Research Depart-ment (CICYT) consisting basically of integrating dif-ferent existing NLP tools and resources in a uniqueenvironment, in order to enable and ease the con-struction of multilingual information extraction andretrieval systems.The environment includes tools for NLP of Catalan,Basque and Spanish. The integrated tools include ba-sic NL tasks (tokenizers, morphological analyzers, tag-gers, parsers, etc.) as well as higher level tools orientedto information extraction. New tools and resources arealso being developed, and existing tools are improvedand integrated.The integration environment also contains severallexical resources such as corpus, machine{readable dic-tionaries (MRDs), lexicons, taxonomies, grammars,etc.

All the integrated tools and resources are docu-mented, available and transportable. The softwareused to support this integration is GATE1 (Cunning-ham et al., 1996).Partners in this project are the ComputationalLinguistics Group from the University of Barcelona(http://www.ub.es/ling/labcat.htm), the NLP re-search group from the Technical University of Catalo-nia (http://www.lsi.upc.es/ acquilex/nlrg.html), theNLP group from the Basque Country University(http://www.ji.si.ehu.es/Groups/IXA/), and the NLPgroup from the Spanish Open University, UNED(http://sensei.ieec.uned.es/item/grupoLN.htm).1.2 LexEsp ProjectThe LexEsp Project is a multi{disciplinary e�ort im-pulsed by the Psychology Department from the Uni-versity of Oviedo. It aims to create a large databaseof language usage in order to enable and potentiateresearch activities in a wide range of �elds, from lin-guistics to medicine, through psychology and arti�cialintelligence, among others.One of the main issues of that database of linguisticresources is the LexEsp corpus, which contains 5.5Mw of written material, including general news, sportsnews, literature, scienti�c articles, etc.This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-scribes the morphological analyzer which constitutesthe �rst analysis step. The following stage {POStagging{ is described in section 3, and the parsingprocess is explained in section 4. Finally, section 5outlines the contents of the on{line demonstration.2 Morphological AnalysisThe construction of the MACO+ morphological ana-lyzer consisted of two steps: First, the old MACO ver-sion was used to generate all possible Spanish formsfollowing the criteria described in section 2.1, and theywere stored in a dictionary. Second, as described in1GATE (General Architecture for Text Encoding) is agraphical environment developed in She�eld to integratedi�erent NL Engineering tools. This integration is reachedby sharing a unique common syntactic format based on theTIPSTER Architecture.



section 2.2, an e�cient look-up procedure and otherspeci�c modules were written to exploit the data.2.1 Form Generation Linguistic ModelLinguistic knowledge is organized in root classes andinectional paradigms. Roots are classi�ed in termsof the inectional paradigms they accept. Words areconsidered orthographically. In this sense, linguisticregular forms as 'cazar/caces', 'apagar/apague' hasbeen considered as having two roots: 'caz/cac' and'apag/apagu'. For each kind of ortographical irregu-larity there is an inectional paradigm and a class ofroots.The set of roots was collected from MRDs and cor-pora and semi-automatically assigned to a root class.All the inected forms corresponding to the storedroots were generated by exhaustively applying the in-ectional rules. Overgeneration was avoided, thus, allgenerated forms are correct forms in Spanish.Derivational processes allow to reduce signi�cantlythe number of roots, but derivation implies many dif-�culties in the lemma assignment, for this reason wehave dealed only with inection.In order to complete and re�ne the obtained set offorms, the root set is periodically enlarged with newroots. Current dictionary contains over 800,000 formscorresponding to some 90,000 lemmas. For more de-tails on the linguistic model see (Carmona et al., 1998).2.2 Architecture of MACO+The architecture of the morphological analyzer is amodular pipeline of specialized recognizers. Mod-ules can be activated or deactivated for each partic-ular analysis. The existing modules recognize eachof the following items: simple date patterns, abbre-viations, proper nouns, compounds, numbers, punc-tuation, words and cl��ticos (su�xed pronouns). Theword module is the real analyzer, while the others arespeci�c heuristics to identify the listed special items.Obviously, heuristics in each module can be improvedindependently.The implementation ofMACO+ is UNIX-perl based.This makes it easily transportable and overcomes the�rst aw of the �rst version.The second drawback was overcome by using all theroots and inectional paradigms to generate all pos-sible forms. The forms were stored in a dictionaryand the word analysis critical module is implementedas a dictionary look-up procedure using sophisticatedcaching and indexing techniques. In addition, thismodule is able to auto-con�gure in order to best ex-ploit the particular hardware it is running on. See(Carmona et al., 1998) for details.2.3 ResultsMACO+ has been tested on a fresh unrestricted corpusof 100,000 words. For each word, all possible interpre-tations are obtained. Each interpretation contains thelemma and a PAROLE compliant morphological tag

describing information such as category, subcategory,gender, number, person, mode, etc.Working with all modules, the current version ofthe analyzer has a speed of over 600 words/secondon a SUN Ultra Sparc architecture, and over 200words/second running under Linux on a Pentium-120processor. Previous �gures include input/output pro-cessing time.The resulting coverage is about 99.5%, on the 5.5MwLexEsp corpus. The analyzed corpus presents a39.26% of ambiguous words and an average ambigu-ity ratio of 2.63 tags/word for ambiguoug words, 1.64overall. The estimated recall (words that have the cor-rect tag among those proposed) is 99.3%.3 Morphosyntactic DisambiguationThe results produced by the morphological analyzerdescribed so far can be pipelined into a morphologicaldisambiguator {POS tagger{ to obtain the appropriatereading in the given context.In the framework of the ITEM and LexEsp projects,two di�erent POS taggers are being used to annotatea Spanish corpus of over 5Mw. First, a decision{tree based tagger (M�arquez & Rodr��guez, 1997), whichlearns a language model from a tagged corpus, as wellas prediction rules for the possible readings for wordsnot found in the dictionary. Second, a relaxation la-belling based tagger (Padr�o, 1996), which can use andcombine information from di�erent sources (n{gram,decision trees, manually written, etc.) provided it isput in the form of context constraints.In addition, it is being studied whether it is possi-ble to take advantage of their collaboration to producebetter disambiguation, and use it to enlarge the train-ing corpora keeping the noise to a minimum.4 Syntactic ParsingThis section describes the TACAT parser as well as aproposal of general grammar for Spanish.The main goal of TACAT is to provide a way ofobtaining, at a moderate human labour cost, largeamounts of bracketted and parsed corpora, both gen-eral and domain speci�c. The goal of the grammar isto get groups of the main constituents of sentences inSpanish.4.1 The ParserTACAT is a tool for syntactically analysing tagged cor-pora. This parser allows partial parsing, several pars-ings steps and parse tree structure modi�cation. Thesystem uses a bottom up chart parser with the follow-ing characteristics:1. Handling lambda productions in a special way:the empty productions are not stored as rules. In-stead, the head symbol of this rules is marked asnullifyable in order to avoid its unnecessary trig-ging. So, the composition-edge chart method has



been modi�ed to add as a fact a nullifyable sym-bol when it is needed for the application of an-other rule. To avoid the problem of nullifyablecategories at the beginning of the right hand sideof the rule, when a new fact (inactive edge) isadded, an index (that is build when the grammaris loaded) triggers the rules which have this factas the �rst non nullifyable symbol. This increasesthe parsing speed.2. The Input: The texts to be analysed must be pre-viously POS tagged The tagset used for taggingcan be freely de�ned by the user (the input cor-pus has to be previously tagged according to thistagset). But not only tagged corpora can be usedas input, also a partially or fully parsed corporacan be used as input. The system also handlesincomplete analyses. So the TACAT parser canproceed with a grammar selected by the user, andthe process can imply the performance of severalparsing steps. Each one using as input the resultof the previous step for obtaining a more preciseanalysis.3. Modifying the tree structure: Our aim is to allowlinguists to write a more human-readable gram-mars but keeping as much as posible the rightstructure of the parse tree. To avoid some of theproblems that arise when using CFG we modifyon the y the structure on the parse tree accord-ing to the following directives.� The Flat Categories will not appear in theoutput if the immediately category above isthe same.� The Hidden Categories will not appear in theoutput analysed.� The Group Categories will appear in the out-put analysed only if they are the top node inthe analysis tree.� The Notop Categories will appear in the out-put analysed only if they are not the top nodein the analysis tree.4. Choosing the best parse-tree: When there aresome complete analysis for the whole sentence we�rst we choose randomly (as we don't know thegrammar's initial category) an inactive edge andthen the Heuristic for choosing the best analysisis to get the shortest rule that can be applied toobtaining this inactive edge in each step.5. Partial Parsing: When there is no complete anal-ysis for the whole sentence we proceed from left toright choosing the longest inactive edge and thenuse the heuristic for the complete analysis.TACAT, implemented on C++, has been integratedinside GATE as part of the ITEM's integration task.

4.2 Spanish GrammarThree grammars have been developed and its succesiveapplications produce analysis increasingly re�ned.The �rst grammar (G1)2 has 381 rules and oper-ates with morphological categories of Parole speci�-cation, whereby the �rst process consists in groupingthese categories (a total of 339) in morphosyntacticones (44). G1 recognizes simple groups as nominal,prepositional and adjective phrases, periphrastic verbsand lexical coordination. The input of G1 is a taggedcorpus and the output is a bracket corpus indicatingthe longest interpretation.The second grammar developed, G2 (537 rules), ispractically equivalent to G1 but its analysis is morestrict. This grammar works with morphological in-formation in the syntactic level because it checksthe number's concordance of nominal and adjectivephrases. G2 also solves the coordination of some nom-inal and verbal phrases. The outputs of G2 and G1are the input of G3.The third grammar (G3) has been de�ned depend-ing of text type (genre). We have also developed anextension (G3pir) to parse the Pirapides Corpus3, itdetermines the boundaries of verbal phrases and sen-tences. Now we are working in the extension (G3lex)to parse the LexEsp corpus.5 Demonstration ContentThe on{line demonstration will show the perfor-mance of the system in two di�erent working envi-ronments:� Inside the GATE environment, using its power-ful visualization capabilities. Figure 1 shows thepipeline of the three modules inside GATE. GATEenables to redirect the output of any module tothe input of any other {provided the kinds of in-formation they use are compatible{. This allowsgreat processing exibility to easily build highlevel NL processes.� In background mode, to demonstrate the systemspeed in massive processing when no visualiza-tion is required. The background mode runs as aUNIX pipeline, with no user interface, oriented tothe background processing of massive text.In both cases, all three stages of the system {morphological analyzer, POS tagger and parser{ willbe demonstrated separately, showing their interma-diate results. A visualization of those intermediateresults is shown in the following �gures: Figure 22G1 is an augmented version of the grammar developedin (Climent, 1997).3In Pirapides project we are developing a verbal lexiconthat will be applied in the syntactic and semantic anotationof corpora. Pirapides is a Linguistic Project of the Com-putational Linguistics Laboratory, which includes a corpuswith 4006 sentences created in Computational LinguisticLaboratory (UB).
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Figure 3: POS tagger results

Figure 4: Parser results


